Jetti and Teck Sign Agreement to Advance Breakthrough Leaching Technology

25 January 2022 - Jetti Resources (“Jetti”) is pleased to announce that Jetti and Teck
Resources Limited (“Teck”) have signed an agreement for the evaluation of Jetti’s
technology at Teck’s copper assets.
Jetti’s technology could be well suited for application at a number of Teck’s assets with
potential copper resources outside of existing mine plans. Jetti’s technology integrates
seamlessly with existing leach technology to recover copper trapped in ore which was
previously not considered for traditional processing.
Evaluation of Jetti’s technology has already begun and considers testing programs and
the establishment of on-site catalyst addition facilities where appropriate to test run-ofmine material. Thereafter, and subject to satisfactory results and receipt of all relevant
approvals, Jetti will work with Teck to potentially implement the technology at
commercial scale.
Teck and Jetti will also work together to measure and assess the environmental benefits
which could result from the application of Jetti’s technology to already mined material.
Such benefits are expected to include reductions in water consumption, greenhouse gas
emissions and power consumption.
In addition to the agreement, Teck has also made an investment in Jetti. The investment
has the potential to generate economic benefits for both parties and will support the
acceleration of testing programs and potential further deployment of Jetti’s technology at
Teck sites.
Shehzad Bharmal, Senior Vice President for Base Metals for Teck said: “Teck recognizes
the vital role copper will play in transitioning to a low-carbon world and our focus is on
responsibly growing copper production to help meet that need. Jetti’s technology has the
potential to support this objective and we look forward to working with the Jetti team to
explore opportunities to enable the production of additional copper at our operations.”
Commenting on the announcement Mike Outwin, CEO and Co-Founder of Jetti Resources,
said: “We are delighted to partner with Teck to assess the potential for Jetti’s technology
and welcome them as new investors. We are excited to have an opportunity to
demonstrate the significant commercial and environmental benefits which could be
created from the application of our technology through sustained reductions in water
usage, energy consumption and emissions.”
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Notes to editors:
Jetti Resources
Jetti Resources is a technology-driven natural resources company headquartered in
Boulder, Colorado, USA. The Company’s commercially proven and proprietary catalytic
technology addresses the key technical problem preventing recovery of trillions of dollars
of trapped resources.
Jetti currently applies its catalyst to hundreds of millions of tons of ore, significantly
increasing copper yields in a cost-effective and environmentally responsible manner. The
Company was founded by CEO Mike Outwin and Board Member Andrew Perlman in 2014.
In a recent study, CRU defined Jetti’s Total Addressable Market through to the end of
2050 as 234Mt of contained copper, which Jetti estimates at current copper prices to be
worth $2.4 trillion.

